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METHODOLOGY • The data analyzed below is relevant for JULY 1 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2022.

• The data was extracted using CrowdTangle, a public insights tool owned and operated by 
Facebook, which tracks content and interactions of public posts and is available to academics 
by special request.

• Mentions for each actor were extracted by composing monitoring expressions tailored to each 
particular case, from all Facebook pages, public groups and verified profiles in Romanian. 

• Mentions were mined from Facebook statuses, links, photos, Facebook videos, YouTube videos, 
other videos posted on Facebook, as well as Facebook live.

• As data is pulled from posts in the Romanian language, some results are extracted from pages 
or groups in Moldova. Top-ranked results from Moldovan accounts are manually excluded from 
the analysis.

• For each actor, the resulted data was analyzed by the following criteria:

• Mentions that received most total interactions

• Overperforming Mentions - an indicator of content which performs much better 
than the usual content on a certain page

• Most shared mentions

• Most commented mentions

ACTORS

European Union (p5)
NATO (p12)
United States of America (p19)
Germany (p26)
France (p33)
UK (p40)
Israel (p47)
Russia (p54)
China (p61) 
Ukraine (p68)



METHODOLOGY
• Data is relevant to get an idea regarding the most visible contexts in which mentions of these 

geopolitical actors have appeared during the analyzed period. The top 3 mentions selected here for 
each category of engagement do not represent the most visible moments (days) or events related to 
these actors, but are revelatory for the viral content which includes the names of the analyzed countries 
or institutions. This content is not always about the analyzed actors as main subjects, but we consider 
them relevant for the contexts in which these actors gained visibility for the analyzed period.

• In order to get a better idea of the moments (days) when  these actors gained most visibility on Facebook, 
the graphs depicting the 3-month evolutions of the volume of interactions is included for each one.

• Also, the peaks (days) in terms of both interactions and number of posts (mentions) are indicated below 
each graph. They are not always coincidental with the dates of the most viral mentions, since the peaks 
are the result of accumulations of several mentions in several different posts across Romanian Facebook 
pages and groups.



CONCLUSIONS
• The third trimester of 2022 continued the trend registered during the previous 3-month period, of decreasing 

interest for the Ukraine conflict, materialized in 40% decreases in volumes of posts mentioning both NATO and 
Ukraine. For all geopolitical actors analyzed, the number of mentions was similar or lower compared to the 
months before, with two exceptions – China, where a 36% increase was registered, and Israel (10%).

• The energy crisis became an important issue, reflected in the posts mentioning the majority of 
analyzed actors.

• For the first time since we started this series of analyses, a majority of the top high-engagement  posts 
mentioning the EU had negative connotations or tone, mostly connected to the energy issue.

• Populist influencers traditionally populating these rankings featured less (with the exception of Eurosceptic MEP 
Terhes), especially George Simion and Diana Sosoaca who only appeared sporadically, but other populist voices 
came to the forefront with specific messages.

• One of the most commented posts mentioning NATO (over 3k comments)  contained an appeal for 
Romania’s exit from NATO and the EU. The post mentioning the US with the highest overall 
engagement  on Facebook  described “the highest theft in history committed by the US in Romania“ 
and has been shared almost 46k times.

• Posts promoting messages from unlikely figures, such as spiritual leader Sadhguru and US conservative 
journalist Tucker Carlson, obtained high levels of engagement – what they have in common is that they 
offer alternative explanations for the Ukraine war (weapons contracts) and energy price increases 
(sanctions against Russia and EU green policies), respectively.



EUROPEAN UNION



EUROPEAN UNION

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 59.958 posts including any type of mention regarding 
EUROPEAN UNION

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: SEP 14 (214.2K)

• MOST POSTS ON: SEP 14 (1.3K)



EUROPEAN UNION

• The volume of posts mentioning European Union 
was near identical to the previous 3-month period, 
but the peaks in numbers and engagement were 
considerably lower.

• Eurosceptic MEP Terhes again dominates the high-
engagement post rankings with 2 separate posts 
targeting the European Commission president with 
accusations related to price increases and vaccine 
acquisitions.

• Populist MP Sosoaca also features, with a RO-EXIT 
related message.

• All top 3 most shared posts mentioning the EU are 
negative in tone and related to energy prices.

SUMMARY



EU – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



EU – OVERPERFORMING MENTIONS

1 32



EU – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



EU – MOST SHARES
1 32



NATO



NATO

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 28.785 posts including any type of mention regarding NATO

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: JUN 30 (154.8K)

• MOST POSTS ON: JUN 30 (924)



NATO

• There was a 40% drop in the number of posts 
mentioning NATO, compared to the previous analyzed 
period, which had also registered a considerable 
decrease, pointing to a drastic reduction in the online 
interest for Ukraine-related evolutions. 

• A collateral effect of this drop, due mainly to a 
decrease in mainstream media coverage of the Ukraine 
conflict, meant that  the vast majority of high-
engagement posts mentioning NATO are negative in 
tone and content.

• The 3 posts containing references about NATO with 
the highest engagement on Facebook promoted a 
message from populist AUR leader George Simion, a 
text titled “My war is not against Russia, but against 
the West”, and a message from an ex-Army general 
stating that NATO wouldn’t defend Romania in case of 
an attack.

• One of the most commented posts mentioning NATO 
(over 3k comments)  contained an appeal for 
Romania’s exit from NATO and the EU.

SUMMARY



NATO – MOST INTERACTIONS
1 32



NATO – OVERPERFORMING POSTS

1 32



NATO – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



NATO – MOST SHARES

1 32



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



UNITED STATES

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 43.456 posts including any type of mention regarding THE US

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: JULY 27 (160K)

• MOST POSTS ON: AUG 2 (1K)



US

• The volume of mentions regarding the US 
decreased by 35% compared to the previous 3-
month period.

• The post mentioning the US with the highest overall 
engagement  on Facebook is describing “the highest 
theft in history committed by the US in Romania“ 
and has been shared almost 46k times.

• The most commented post (3.6k comments) quotes 
ex-PSD leader Dragnea who talks about the current 
political leaders’ “obedience” towards the EU and 
the US.

• There are also references to sports and education 
competitions taking place in the US.

SUMMARY



UNITED STATES – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UNITED STATES – OVERPERFORMING

1

32



UNITED STATES – MOST COMMENTS

1

32



UNITED STATES – MOST SHARES

1 32



GERMANY



GERMANY

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 193.200 posts including any type of mention regarding 
GERMANY

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: SEP 1 (110.8K)

• MOST POSTS ON: JUL 5 (3.2k)



GERMANY

• There was an almost 12% decrease in the volume of 
mentions related to Germany compared to the 
previous 3-month period, but the total engagement 
generated by these was slightly higher. 

• There were several sports-related factual references 
among the high-engagement posts mentioning 
Germany, as well  as  a video post alluding to  the 
difficult life of migrants in Germany, which  obtained 
almost 4 million views and 6.6k shares.

• An anti-vaccine post also gathered 8.2k shares.

SUMMARY



GERMANY – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



GERMANY – OVERPERFORMING POSTS

1 32



GERMANY – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



GERMANY – MOST SHARES

1 32



FRANCE



FRANCE

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 46.961 posts including any type of mention regarding FRANCE

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: AUG 13 (123.5K)

• MOST POSTS ON: JUL 12 (889)



FRANCE

• The number of posts mentioning France decreased 
by approximately 12% compared to the previous 3-
month period.

• There were several sports—related and general 
news posts referencing France that gathered many 
interactions.

• The 3rd most shared post mentioning France is a 
conspiracist-style message blaming Romanian 
politicians and foreign energy companies, as well as 
the EU for the energy price increases affecting 
citizens.

SUMMARY



FRANCE - MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



FRANCE – OVERPERFORMING MENTIONS

1 32



FRANCE - MOST COMMENTS
1 32



FRANCE - MOST SHARES

1 32



UK



UK

• TOTAL POST COUNT 60.808 posts including any type of mention regarding UK

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: SEP 8 (133.4K)

• MOST POSTS ON: SEP 9 (1.2K)



UK

• A similar volume of UK mentions registered during 
the analyzed period, compared to the previous 
trimester. 

• The 2nd most shared post containing a UK mention 
(over 6k shares) belongs to a populist figure who 
cites a message accusing the West of being “a 
civilization of thieves” and blaming the UK for past 
slavery.

• There was a dominance of general and lifestyle 
references to the UK (sports and celebrity- related 
posts, as well as a charitable fundraising campaign)

SUMMARY



UK – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UK – OVERPERFORMING

1 32



UK – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



UK – MOST SHARES

1 32



ISRAEL



ISRAEL

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 11.362 posts including any type of mention regarding ISRAEL

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: JUL 19 (41K)

• MOST POSTS ON: AUG 4 (267)



ISRAEL

• There was a moderate 10% increase in the number 
of posts mentioning Israel, compared to the spring 
trimester.

• A notable recurrent theme among these posts is 
AUR leader’s withdrawn invitation to the US (issued 
by the Israel Heritage Foundation), which generated 
2 of the 3 most commented posts mentioning 
“Israel”.

SUMMARY



ISRAEL – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



ISRAEL – OVERPERFORMING

1 32



ISRAEL – MOST COMMENTS

1 3
2



ISRAEL – MOST SHARES

1 32



RUSSIA



RUSSIA

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 68.328 posts including any type of mention regarding RUSSIA

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: SEP 21 (279.3k)

• MOST POSTS ON: SEP 21 (2.2K)



RUSSIA

• There was an almost 24% decrease in the volume of 
mentions,  continuing the trend from the previous 
trimester which had registered a 50% decrease.

• The  post mentioning Russia which attracted the 
highest engagement on Facebook appeared on the 
Romanian page of spiritual influencer Sadhguru, and 
it contained a video message where he attributed 
the blame for the Ukraine war to weapon 
manufacturers and arms acquisitions by politicians. 
The video was watched over 1 million times  and 
was shared 20.4k times.

• The 3rd most shared post mentioning Russia (12.2k 
shares) comes from the account of an AUR MP who 
distributes a video  message of conservative US 
influencer Tucker Carlson, blaming the energy crisis 
on EU green policies and sanctions against Russia. 
This was also the most shared post mentioning the 
EU.

SUMMARY



RUSSIA – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



RUSSIA – OVERPERFORMING POSTS

1 32



RUSSIA – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



RUSSIA – MOST SHARES
1 32



CHINA



CHINA

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 20.441 posts including any type of mention regarding CHINA

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: AUG 2 (146.9k)

• MOST POSTS ON: AUG 2 (627)



CHINA

• An almost 36% increase in the number of posts 
mentioning China was registered during the 
analyzed trimester, which was a unique trend 
among the geopolitical actors included in the study 
and represents a reversal of the previous period’s 
drop. 

• The official page of China Radio International’s 
Romanian Service continued to produce high-
engagement content, this time dominating the 
“most interactions” ranking with 2 posts (“human 
interest”-type videos).

• The 3rd ranked post mentioning China which 
obtained the highest overall engagement (5.6k 
shares, 21.9k likes) promoted the message of a 
retired general advocating for “normal relations” 
with Russia and China.

SUMMARY



CHINA – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



CHINA – OVERPERFORMING
1 32



CHINA – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



CHINA – MOST SHARES

1 32



UKRAINE



UKRAINE

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 85.120 posts including any type of mention regarding 
UKRAINE

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: JUL 11 (268.2k)

• MOST POSTS ON: SEP 21 (1.9K)



UKRAINE

• There was a 40% drop in the number of posts 
mentioning Ukraine compared with the previous 
analyzed trimester, which also saw a halving of the 
mentions volume.

• The Sadhguru post blaming the military-industrial 
complex for the Ukraine war, which dominated the 
high-engagement ranking related to Russia, was 
also the  main text mentioning Ukraine which 
attracted reactions on Facebook.

• Another  post which gathered attention  (3rd most 
shared - 16.2k)  belongs to a musician known for his 
nationalist views and contains a conspiracist 
explanation (fires destroying Romanian cereal  
harvests were intentional, to facilitate the sale of 
Ukrainian grains), labeled by Facebook as false 
information.

SUMMARY



UKRAINE – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UKRAINE – OVERPERFORMING
1 32



UKRAINE – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



UKRAINE – MOST SHARES
1 32



DISCLAIMER
The views included in this presentation are 
those of the authors. They do not 
represent the official position of SNSPA. 
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